Romanian Master of Physics 2013
Experimental problem no. 2 - Black box (10 points)
In a black box are closed electric circuit elements such as: resistor, capacitor, diode, battery,
and switches.

YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO OPEN THE BLACK BOX!
Determine the type of black box circuit elements and how these elements are related to the
four exterior contacts.

Experimental set-up
A. On the workbench you will find:
1. An electrically conducting wire with plugs.
2. An electrical source.
3. A stopwatch.
4. A measurement instrument (multimeter) with connecting wires.
5. A black box.

B. Description of equipment to be used

•
Connecting wire has plug connectors at ends. It is assumed that their electrical
resistance is negligible.
•
The electrical source is a E = 9V battery in series with a resistor having electrical
resistance r = 5,1kΩ (with a protective role).
•
The stopwatch has in its bottom side a set of three buttons – as shown.
The central button marked M will be successively pressed until the timer display will show up
0:00 oo. If you want to measure a time, start timing by pressing the button marked with D (in
the bottom right side ). To stop the measurement, press again the button marked with D.
To reset the stopwatch, press the button marked with S (bottom left side).
•
The multimeter which has a screen that displays three digits, will be used ONLY as a
voltmeter measuring in the domain of 20V. For this, the central rotating function selector of
the instrument must be set to 20V. Start the instrument by pressing the red button top left
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(below the screen). If the instrument is not used for a few minutes, it automatically stops and
must be restarted. Measurement is made using two connecting wires from the experimental
setup. The plugs of wires will be inserted ONLY in the socket of instruments marked COM
or Ω .
•
The black box has four connecting sockets with colors red, black, and yellow, blue.
On the top of black box, above the sockets are a pressing switch and a three position switch.
The pressing switch has a red button that will be pressed before any measurement. The
three positions switch can be placed in the position 1,(where is a green label marked with 1)
or in vertical or lateral position (where is a red label marked 0). Under terminal is a label
containing the device number. You must write this number on the answer sheet.
It's called "galvanic coupling" the electric connection of circuit elements. It calls "optical
coupling" the situation where the light emitted by a device induce modifications of the
characteristics of another device; it is assumed that the two devices are not electrically
coupled.
The aim of this study is to determine the number of circuit elements of a particular type inside
the black box and how these elements are connected. Keep in mind that a diode is a valve
for electrons that exhibits low electrical resistance when is forward biased and a high
electrical resistance when is reverse biased. A light-emitting diode LED is a diode which
emits light when is forward biased. A photo resistor is a resistor whose electrical resistance
decreases when illuminated. Keep in mind that inside the black box is a capacitor having
capacitance C = 4mF

Task No. 1- Measurements on black box
1.a. Perform measurements allowing to complete table 1.1 of the answer sheet.
For table 1.1, measurement of data will be done with the three-position switch in position 1.
1.b. Perform measurements allowing to complete table 1.2 of the answer sheet.
For table 1.2, measurement of data will be done with the three-position switch in position 0.
Measurements will be made to fill in the answer sheet the tables 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. Fill
the Table 1.1 with measured data taken when the three-position switch is in the position 1
and fill the table 1.2 with measured data taken with the three-position switch in the position 0.
It will make measurements of voltage between black box terminals, when the black box is
coupled with other elements of the experimental set.
Before each measurement the red button of the switch must be pressed.
So,
- If the number 1 is entered in column A, between terminals marked in the column, B, must
be connected the electric source with the positive (red) terminal to the terminal written in the
first position in column B.
- If the number 2 is entered in column A, between terminals marked in the column B, must be
connected the electric source with the negative (black) terminal to the terminal written in the
first position in column B.
- If the number 3 is entered in column A, between terminals marked in the column B, must be
connected with the wire with negligible electric resistance.
- If the number 4 is entered in column A, terminals marked in the column, B, remain free
(without any link).
In columns C, D, E, F, G, H must be entered the read values of the voltages between
terminals red - black, red - yellow, red - blue, black - yellow, black - blue and yellow - blue..
Always the first terminal in a given combination must be linked to the terminal COM (black) of
the voltmeter.
As an example, the line
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A
2

B
Redblack

C
Redblack

D
Redyellow

E
Redblue

F
Blackyellow

G
Blackblue

H
Yellowblue

in table 1.1. must contain the values of the voltage measured, at a time, between terminals
red - black, and then between terminals red - yellow, and so on, when the electric battery
negative terminal (marked in black) is connected with the first terminal of black box (marked
in column B with color red); the electric battery positive terminal (marked in red) is connected
with the second terminal of black box (marked in column B with color black)
If, during the measurements is found that the measured voltage varies significantly over time,
in the appropriate box in appropriate column (C, D, E, F, G or H) will be written two or three
pairs of data (voltage, time); the first pair of data will contain (initial voltage , initial time - "0")

Task No. 2 - Determination of the content of black box
2.a. Draw a sketch of the circuit, to shown how the circuit elements "discovered" inside the
black box are connected to the terminals and switches.
2.b. Using data from tables, justify briefly the proposed scheme.

Task No. 3- Characteristics of the elements inside black box
3.a. Present the characteristics of circuit elements "discovered" inside the black box.
3.b. Justify how are the couplings between these elements.
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ANSWER SHEET
Experimental problem no. 2 - Black box (10 points)
Task No. 1- Measurements on black box
1.a. Perform measurements allowing to complete table 1.1.
Table 1.1 – The three-position switch in position 1 (green label)
A

B

1

Redblack
Redyellow
Redblue
Blackyellow
Blackblue
Redblack
Redyellow
Redblue
Black yellow
Blackblue
Yellowblue
Redblack
Redyellow
Redblue
Black yellow
Blackblue
Yellowblue

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

C
Redblack

D
Redyellow

E
Redblue

F
Blackyellow

G
Blackblue

2,00p
H
Yellowblue

4
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1.b. Perform measurements allowing to complete table 1.2
Tabelul 1.2 – The three-position switch in position 2 (red label)
A

B

1

Redblack
Redyellow
Redblue
Blackyellow
Blackblue
Redblack
Redyellow
Redblue
Blackyellow
Blackblue
Yellowblue
Redblack
Redyellow
Redblue
Blackyellow
Blackblue
Yellowblue

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

C
Redblack

D
Redyellow

E
Redblue

F
Blackyellow

G
Blackblue

2,00p
H
Yellowblue

4
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Task No. 2 - Determination of the content of black box
2.a. Draw a sketch of the circuit, to shown how the circuit elements "discovered"
inside the black box are connected to the terminals and switches.

1,50p

2.b. Using data from tables, justify briefly the proposed scheme.

1,50p

Task No. 3- Characteristics of the elements inside black box
3.a. Present the characteristics of circuit elements "discovered" inside the black
box.

1,50p

3.b. Justify how are the couplings between these elements.

1,50p
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